What is Order15?
Order15 is a non violent
philosophy that recognizes
the time for electoral politics
in the interest of western
man are over, and that the
establishment of ethnoEuropean non coercive
decentralized communities
are now a realistic and
important necessity. A
community built on trust and
mutual aid rather than state
regulation and fear.

Beyond Mainstream
Politics
The electoral political
system has failed. The
people don’t have a voice,
the “left - right” paradigm
is divisive, and the
government is irreversibly
corrupt. Order15 directly
responds to this flawed
political climate and
transcends the “left right” political paradigm
altogether. Rather than
wait for the state to
change things, Order15
seeks to actively create
the world in which we
want to live.

Small is better
Order15 does not attempt
to impose a world view or
way of living. In contrast to
nation states which attempt
to centrally govern huge
expanses of territory.
Order15 “at this time”
supports decentralized
federations of small ethnoEuropean autonomous,
local communities, centered
around farming and semi
self-sufficiency.

The nation is the people
NOT the state

The “nation” to Order15 no
longer refers to a
government, state, or
arbitrary boards. Rather
nation is simply an ethnoEuropean community or
group of people working
together for the common
lifestyles and goals that best
serve their needs and that of
their ethnic group. EthnoEuropean nations can also
be created based on infinite
factors, including loyalty,
religion, language,
subculture, ideology, even
occupation. Anything
“healthy” and in keeping
with Order15 ideology that
unifies should be considered
as the basis for nationhood.

Why and what for
Order15 is an international
Nationalist organization
dealing with 5 key areas:
Order, Re-education,
Divinity, Esthetics,
Resettlement.
The intent of Order15 is a
spiritual one, to look
inward rather than being
focused on combating the
forces that are waging our
destruction. In order to
improve ourselves to
grow, nurture, learn, and
advance as European
people, we must
rediscover and reconnect
with those things that
made us great in the first
place.

